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►►► Economy 

 

Fortune 
► Pending home sales dropped in June 
Recent housing data have indicated conditions remain choppy in the 
housing sector.  
 
Bloomberg 
► Yellen Watching What She Eats Would Help Track Prices: Economy  
The next time Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen grabs dinner at her 
favorite eatery, she might want to take a longer look at the cost of her 
entrée.  

►►► Politics 

 

CNBC 
► White House: Obama, Europe to discuss Ukraine 
President Barack Obama is scheduled to speak on Monday with four 
European leaders about the situation in Ukraine, a top White House adviser 
said.  
 
Businessweek 
► Fighting Blocks Dutch From MH17, Merkel Seeks Sanctions 
Fighting near the Malaysian Air crash site in east Ukraine again prevented 
Dutch and Australian investigators from reaching the area as Chancellor 
Angela Merkel said Europe must agree new Russia sanctions by tomorrow.  

►►► Opinions 

 
David Beckworth  
► A Surprising Look Back at the Fed’s QE Programs  
The Fed’s QE3 program is scheduled to end later this year.  
 
Peter Spiegel 
► Russian sanctions: leaked “phase three” legislation 
Although a large chunk of Brussels officialdom has already cleared out for the 
summer break, the 28 ambassadors to the EU will be busy this week finalising 
highly-anticipated sanctions against Russia. 

►►► Currencies 

 

Investing.com 
►EUR/USD Trades In Relatively Tight Range  
With a lack of notable tier 1 data or economic commentary from the 
Eurozone, the pair traded in a relatively tight range throughout the 
session… 
  
INVEZZ 
► GBP/USD going up! 
GBP/USD currency pair is rebounding from the major horizontal level of 
support represented by 1.6970.  

►►► Markets 

 
BIDNESS ETC 
► Brent Crude Falls Below $108 
Brent crude fell below the $108/bbl mark after the 24-hour humanitarian 
truce between Israel and Hamas lowered tensions in the region. 
 
BDLive 
► Europe subdued, Russian shares tumble on new sanctions 
The euro was stuck near its lowest level since November and Russian 
shares tumbled for a third straight day on Monday... 

►►► Top Videos 

Euronews 
► MH17: Downing of passenger jet ‘may constitute a war crime’, say UN 
The downing of Malaysian airlines flight MH17 in Ukraine “may constitute a 
war crime”, the UN has said.  
 
Financial Times 
► Markets forever blowing bubbles 
Bubbles here, bubbles there, bubbles are being spotted everywhere. 
James Mackintosh, investment editor, analyses bubbles through history, 
considers how to find them... 
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